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Agenda
● What is HIPAA?
● Who must comply?
● HIPAA Security Rule Criteria Certified By 

CCHIT
● HIPAA Claims Attachment Rule And The CCD



  

What is HIPAA?
● Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 

Act of 1996
– Portability of health insurance coverage; subtitle 

with HIPAA rules
● Administrative Simplification Subtitle (ASS)

– Privacy
– EDI Transactions
– Security
– National Provider Number
– Claims Attachment



  

Who must comply?
● The HIPAA law only applies directly to “Covered Entities”

– Healthcare Providers
– Healthcare Payers
– Clearinghouses

● Software Vendors And Service Providers (for example, 
WorldVistA) Are Treated By HIPAA As “Business Associates” 
– Have a “Business Associates Contract” with a Covered 

Entity
– Must meet obligations in the contract
– Cannot on their own be “HIPAA Compliant”



  

There are 17 areas that must be implemented by every 
Covered Entity with written policies to comply with the HIPAA 
Security Rule

● Administrative Safeguards

– Security management process

– Assigned security responsibility

– Workforce Security

– Access-Management

– Training

– Security incident procedures

– Contingency plan

– Evaluation

– Business associate contracts 

● Physical Safeguards

– Facility Accesss Controls
– Workstation Security
– Device and media controls

● Technical safeguards

– Access Control
– Audit Controls
– Integrity
– Person or entity authentication
– Transmission Security



  

CCHIT Specifies Which Of Its Compliance Criteria Are 
Directly Relevant To HIPAA Security Provisions



  

WorldVistA Has Obtained CCHIT Certification And In The 
Process Has Been Verified To Have Specific Features 
Required By HIPAA



  

The CCHIT security features, if used properly, will enable 
a Provider to comply with the HIPAA Security Rule



  



  



  



  



  

The HIPAA Claims Attachment Rule Was Planned In 
2005 To Be Based on the HL7 CDA

from the Federal Register 2005 where the Claims 
Attachment Rule was first proposed:

"In part 162, we would specify the
ASC X12N Implementation Guide
004050X151 (ASC X12N 275—
Additional Information to Support a
Health Care Claim or Encounter and the
HL7 CDAR1AIS0000RO21 HL7—
Additional Information Specification
Implementation Guide, and HL7—
Clinical Document Architecture
Framework Release 1.0) as the standards
for conveying electronic health care
claim attachments, and we would
specify the following six specifications
as the standards for the electronic health
care claims attachments:"



  

However, since 2005, there has been no Notice of 
Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) issued for Claims 
Attachment.
● Many clinicians (notably ASTM) found that the CDA was not 

specific enough and machine-processable enough for clinical 
use and so since 2005 they have worked on enhancing the 
CCR instead

● The split between supporters of the CDA and supporters of the 
CCR held up the design of the Claims Attachment Rule until 
2007

● In March 2007 HL7 and ASTM announced that the CDA and 
CCR would be combined to form the CCD

● HL7 further announced plans to work with CMS to have the 
CCD adopted instead of the CDA in the Claims Attachment 
NPRM



  

The White House Website Features “harmonizing 
standards” as a key action toward a “nationwide EHR 
system”

from the White House website on “Healthcare IT”
“Action: Through the President’s leadership over the past two years, the Administration has taken 
numerous steps towards fulfilling his health IT vision, including:

    * Establishing the position of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology within the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS);
    * Providing support for several health IT projects to assess and develop solutions to key implementation 
issues such as:
          o harmonizing standards to allow different health systems to speak the same language and 
seamlessly share health information when needed;
          o developing certification criteria to ensure health IT investments meet proper standards;
          o addressing privacy and security issues; and
          o developing models for a national Internet-based system that allows electronic health information to 
follow patients no matter where they receive care

In conjunction with these efforts, the Administration has established the American Health Information 
Community (AHIC), a committee comprised of both public and private stakeholders called to recommend 
solutions to help realize the President’s goal. The AHIC is allowing major government health care players – 
such as the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the 
Department of Defense – to join with doctors, nurses, technology vendors, consumer organizations, 
insurance companies, and state and local government interests, to unify behind a common framework for 
implementing a nationwide electronic health records system.”



  

A Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) is expected 
soon for Claims Attachment, which will become law 26 
months thereafter
● Field tests of Claims Attachments using the CCD transmitted 

via EDI X12 protocols are underway
● The final CCD specification was completed March 2007, 

resolving all differences between the CDA and CCR 
(CCD=CDA+CCR)

● The HIPAA rule process, followed for all past transactions, 
gives a 26 month comment period after the NPRM before the 
rule is final

● Transactions using the Claims Attachment Rule requiring the 
CCD are now expected to be in wide use by 2010



  

Supporting the CCD and the HIPAA Claims Attachment 
Rule represent a requirement and a big opportunity for 
WorldVistA
● Unlike previous HIPAA rules, Claims Attachment can only 

really be done with an EHR
● Providers invested significantly to upgrade their systems to 

support earlier HIPAA transactions
● HIPAA Claims Attachment is likely to significantly 

accelerate EHR adoption
● All EHR systems will need to support Claims Attachment 

(in the US) by the time the Rule is final
● WorldVistA can be a viable alternative for this wave of 

EHR adoptions if it provides CCD and Claims Attachment 
support


